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Dr.	Vikram	Sarabhai
1919-1971

"Now	you	are	gone,	we	who	stay	behind
Will	cherish	our	sweet	memories	of	you

And	strive	with	every	power	of	heart	and	mind
To	make	your	dreams	come	out	true.”

(	Dr.	Karan	Singh	after	the	death	of	Prime	Minister	Jawaharlal	Nehru)



We	realize,	not	without	a	trace	of	disbelief,	that	the	earth	has	gone	twice	round	

the	sun	since	the	birth	of	SURABHI.	We	have	great	pleasure	in	presenting	this	

fourth	issue.

Doubtless,	everyone	is	gifted	with	a	spark	of	creativity.	It	manifests	in	different	

�ields,	though	–	art,	literature,	philosophy,	science	…	ISRO	is	no	exception	to	this	

rule	as	evidenced	by	the	contents	of	the	past	issues	of	SURABHI	as	well	as	this	

one.	 As	 usual	 we	 have	 here	 a	 mix	 of	 poems,	 stories,	 articles,	 photographs,	

paintings,	sketches	…	

We	repeat	here	what	we	stated	in	the	very	�irst	issue:	SURABHI	is	what	SURABHI	

does	–	emanating	fragrance!

Success,	for	ISRO,	is	not	an	event;	it	is	a	habit!	Its	admirable	track	record	is	due	to	

the	 best	 minds	 peopling	 the	 Institution.	 Above	 all,	 there	 is	 its	 unique	

organizational	culture,	the	seeds	of	which	were	sown	decades	ago	by	Dr.	Vikram	

A.	 Sarabhai,	 scientist,	 leader,	 lover	 and	 promoter	 of	 arts,	 and	 above	 all,	 a	

humanist	par	excellence.		He	used	to	say:	“The	strength	of	an	organization	can	be	

judged	by	how	well	it	can	ride	calamities.”		Anyone	who	wades	through	the	early	

years	of	ISRO	cannot	but	exclaim,	“How	true!”

Birthday	of	Dr.	Sarabhai	falls	in	August.	He	was	born	in	Ahmedabad	on	August	12,	

1919.		We	dedicate	this	issue	of	SURABHI	to	his	venerable	memory.	

********************
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WHAT THE GREAT MEN SAY 

Everything	on	earth	has	an	end	

Or	so	do	the	great	men	say	

Mountains	are	crushed	to	sand	

Roses	wilt	and	wither	away	

Parents	nurture	their	child	

With	dreams	all	colorful	and	gay	

Every	man's	destiny	is	death	

Don't	they	remember	what	the	great	men	say?	

Gardener	grows	the	plants	with	care	

Every	petal,	stem	and	leaf	

Potter	makes	his	gaudy	pots	

Leaving	no	�laws,	not	even	brief	

Do	the	gardener	and	the	potter	know	

In	the	end,	all	turn	grey?	

Everything	will	turn	to	dust?	

Or	so	do	the	great	men	say.	

Lover	reassures	his	love	that	

His	love	will	last	forever,	day	or	no	day	

Foolish	he	must	be,	for	he	knows	not	

What	the	great	men	say.	

Kirti	Agarwal
Sci./Engr.	SC
MCF,	Hassan

kirtiagarwal2708@gmail.com
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K	Sasikumar
Sci/Engr-SF

Technology	Transfer	&
	Industry	Coordination	Division
VSSC,	Thiruvananthapuram
sasi_kumar@vssc.gov.in

It	was	an	eerie	night.	 	Rain	was	lashing	down	

heavily.	 Ambience	 was	 just	 right	 for	 a	

Hitchcock	drama.	I	secured	windows	on	both	

sides	 as	 the	 driver	 tried	 hard	 to	 steer	 the	

Innova	forward	and	�ind	his	way	through	the	

thick	foliage.	 	To	add	to	his	misery,	the	area	

was	very	poorly	lit.		

It	was	my	 �irst	stint	as	 the	Duty	Of�icer	and	

that	was	my	 �irst	 patrolling.	 	 As	 the	 Innova	

reached	each	watch	post,	 sentries	 came	out	

and	stood	in	attention.	 	Downing	the	glass	as	

little	 as	 possible,	 I	 asked	 each	 of	 them	 “Is	

everything	okay?”	or	“All	normal?”.		There	was	

a	general	Ji,	Saab	or	Sub	Theek	hai,	Saab	from	

everywhere.

Car	 turned	 to	 the	 promenade	 leading	 to	

cafeteria.	 	I	heaved	a	sigh	of	relief.	 	This	was	

one	 of	 the	 last	 posts.	 I	 buttoned	 up	 my	

overcoat	and	hoped	 this	would	end	soon.	 	 I	

badly	needed	that	cup	of	hot	coffee	waiting	at	

the	of�ice.		The	sentry	had	come	out	of	his	post	

and	was	standing	on	the	drive	way.	

“Anything	 bhaai?”	 I	 shouted	 through	 the	

closed	window.	The	sentry	nodded	and	came	

forward.		I	lowered	the	glass	and	immediately	

pulled	my	head	back	as	rain	water	splashed	

inside.		The	sentry	came	near	and	brought	his	

head	 close	 to	 the	 glass.	 Saab,	 one	more	has	

been	found	dead	here…	he	said	grimly.
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“Wh..What?	Where?”	I	recoiled	and	goggled	at	

him.		I	had	just	taken	over	charge	an	hour	ago	

and	was	not	aware	of	any	happenings	during	

the	day.	What	the	hell	could	have	happened?		

One	more?	Then	how	many	would	have	gone	

during	the	day?	

“The	body	is	lying	near	the	toilet,	Saab”	Sentry	

reported.	

“Oh	God!	…”	I	lamented.	“Why	should	it	have	

happened	when	I	am	on	duty?”

“What	is	the	procedure	now,	bhaiyya?	What	is	

to	 be	 done	 now?”	 I	 bleated.	 In	 a	 matter	 of	

seconds	 I	had	shed	all	my	Holier	 than	Thou	

airs.	

The	sentry	was	nonchalant.	 	This	honcho	has	

obviously	seen	it	all	in	his	time.	 	But	hell,	this	

was	my	�irst	time,	hombre!	What	the	heck	am	I	

supposed	to	do?

“You	should	immediately	make	arrangements	

to	get	the	body	removed	from	here,	Sirji”	he	

explained.	 	 “It	 has	 already	 started	 smelling	

foul.	 Tomorrow	 morning	 itself	 you	 should	

arrange	for	postmortem.”	

“God..”,	I	groaned	again.

“Sirji,	you	should	come	inside	and	have	a	look”,	

he	suggested.		“Heavens!	No!”,	I	wanted	to	yell.		

But,	alas!	 	When	a	problem	is	reported,	rule	
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book	 tells	 that	 the	 Duty	 Of�icer	 should	

personally	 inspect	 the	 area	 and	 assess	 the	

situation.		

Sentry	opened	the	car	door	helpfully.	Under	

his	 umbrella,	 I	 walked	 wearily	 towards	 the	

dimly	lit	building.	My	shoes	pluck-plucked	in	

water.	 	Was	 it	 cold	 or	 fear	which	made	me	

shiver?

“Where	is	it?”	I	spoke	in	undertones.	As	if	the	

ghost	of	the	man	bygone	is	lurking	behind	the	

pillar.	He	motioned	upstairs.	 	I	followed	him	

gingerly.	 	 	A	low-watt	CFL	was	burning	at	the	

far	side.	There	was	a	lump	lying	on	the	�loor.		

But,	my	mouth	gaped	open	when	eyes	became	

familiarised	with	the	darkness.	 	It	was	a	big	

peacock	lying	in	a	heap!	 	In	a	�lash	it	was	all	

clear	
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to	me.	 	 The	 vast	 campus	 is	 home	 for	many	

peafowls.	 	When	he	said	one	more	was	dead,	

what	he	meant	was,	one	mor	was	dead.		After	

getting	accidently	trapped	inside	the	building,	

the	poor	bird	had	killed	itself	trying	to	escape	

through	the	glass	panelled	window.		Being	the	

nat ional 	 b ird , 	 i t 	 was 	 protected 	 and	

postmortem	had	to	be	conducted	to	ascertain	

reason	of	its	death.		

Though	it	might	be	against	the	law,	I	couldn't	

help	 feeling	 a	 sense	 of	 relief.	 	 One	 positive	

result	 was	 that	 all	 the	 windows	 were	

immediately	netted	to	prevent	recurrence	of	

such	incidents.		It	is	many	years	now	since	the	

incident	 and	 the	 nets	 have	 proved	 a	 great	

success.	
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Dr.	S	Rajendran,
Chief	Consultant	(L&IS)

IIST,	Thiruvananthapuram
head_library@iist.ac.in

Plagiarism in Education, 
Research and Publishing

1.	Introduction

Ethics	is	fundamental	to	education,	research	

and	 publishing.	 Plagiarism	 is	 a	 major	

unethical	 practice	 deeply	 rooted	 among	

students,	 researchers,	 science	 writers	 and	

educators.	 In	 other	 words	 it	 is	 the	 act	 of	

copying	someone	else's	words,	ideas,	or	data	

and	publishing	as	one's	own	original	work.	In	

this	 paper	 a	 brief	 outline	 of	 dishonest	

practices	 found	 in	 education,	 research	 and	

publishing	 is	 given	 followed	 by	 a	 detailed	

account	of	plagiarism.	

2.	Plagiarism	in	Education

Most	of	the	universities	have	laid	down	their	

of�icial	 plagiarism	 policy	 which	 gives	 the	

detailed	 policies	 and	 best	 practices	 in	

submitting	assignments.	This	shows	the	need	

for	cultivating	ethical	values	among	students	

is	well	accepted.	Students	should	be	trained	in	

academic	writing	using	their	critical	faculties	
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to	 express	 ideas	 and	 giving	 due	 credit	 to	

others	ideas	and	language	which	they	use	in	

their	 academic	 assignments.	 These	 habits	

have	to	be	instilled	right	from	the	beginning	of	

their	educational	career	so	that	they	grow	and	

stabilise	as	the	students	become	researchers,	

science	writers	or	authors	(Rao	581).		

Students	assume	that	the	Internet	resources	

are	 in	 'public	 domain'	 and	 it	 can	 be	 used	

without	assigning	proper	credit.	They	are	not	

aware	that	it	is	illegal	to	download,	edit,	and	

print	 articles	 and	 books	 from	websites	 and	

use	them	as	their	own	original	work.

Unauthorized	 help	 comes	 through	 Internet	

(forums,	 chat	 rooms,	 blogs,	 wikis,	 twitters,	

facebook	 etc).	 Students	 are	 reported	 to	

purchase	 assignments	 and	 papers	 from	

Internet	 paper	 mills	 (Sendag,	 Duran,	 and	

Frasar	 849).	 Some	 universities	 have	 set	 up	

ethical	 standards	 for	 achieving	 positive	

results.	To	create	awareness	among	students	

a	“course	on	plagiarism	and	academic	ethics”	

is	recommended	(Eret	and	Gokmenglu	3306).

In	 academic	 environment	 plagiarism	 is	

considered	an	unacceptable	misconduct	from	

olden	days.	Authors	are	tempted	to	plagiarize	

due	to	pressure	to	publish,	lack	of	awareness	

of	 the	 consequences	 and	 lack	 of	 drastic	

punitive	 actions	 once	 detected.	 Professional	
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bodies	 should	 discourage	 plagiarism	 by	

spelling	out	the	policies	and	procedures	in	

their	 code	 of	 ethics	 and	 enforcing	 drastic	

measures	 if	 plagiarism	 is	 detected.	 Those	

who	report	 cases	of	plagiarism	should	be	

encouraged	 (Lewis,	 Duchac,	 and	 Beets	

490).	

3.	Plagiarism	in	Publishing

The	 peer	 reviewed	 papers	 published	 in	

journals	 are	 the	 building	 blocks	 of	 the	

c o l l e c t i v e 	 m emo r y 	 o f 	 m a n k i n d .	

Researchers	 contribute	 to	 the	 existing	

knowledge	 by	 additions,	 modi�ications,	

re � inements , 	 or 	 by 	 re fu t ing 	 pr ior	

knowledge.	Dependence	on	previous	works	

is	inevitable	for	this.	In	other	words	use	of	

earlier	 publications	 is	 a	 prerequisite	 for	

progress	 of	 knowledge	 in	 any	 discipline	

(Lewis,	 Duchac	 and	 Beets	 489;	 Spafford,	

Part	I	813).	

Journals	 promote	 all 	 disciplines	 by	

reporting	novel	�indings.	It	is	an	approved	

practice	 among	 publishers	 to	 engage	

editors	 and	 reviewers	 to	 examine	 the	

manuscripts	submitted	for	publication	and	

authenticate	 the	 content.	 Reviewers,	

selected	 by	 editors,	 verify	 whether	 the	

�indings	 are	 valid,	 novel	 and	 worth	

publishing.	Usually	reviews	are	carried	out	

anonymously	 to	 avoid	 bias	 and	 external	

in�luences.	 The	 time-tested	 peer	 review	

process	 checks	 dishonest	 and	 unethical	

practices,	including	plagiarism,	which	may	

corrupt	 and	 pollute	 scienti�ic	 literature	

(Spafford,	Part	II	2).	The	age	old	system	of	

scholarly	peer	review	validates	�indings	of	

research	 before	 publication,	 veri�ies	

whether	 the	 manuscript	 reports	 novel	

information	and	gives	suggestions	to	revise	

and	 improve	 the	 paper.	 The	 peer	 review	

system	ensures	quality	and	value	 to	papers.	

The	 authors,	 peer	 reviewers,	 editors	 and	

publishers	 should	 follow	 ethical	 and	 legal	

obligations	 to	 maintain	 the	 integrity	 and	

quality	of	peer	reviewed	literature	(Miller,	et	

al.	1).		

Dishonest	practices	 include	plagiarism,	 self-

plagiarism	 or	 auto-plagiarism,	 including	

plagiarised	 portions	 from	 other	 documents,	

submitting	 minimally	 altered	 publication,	

forgery,	 cooking,	 trimming,	 misuse	 of	

s tat ist ica l 	 techniques , 	 i rresponsible	

authorship	 /	 gifting	 authorship,	 redundant	

publication,	concurrent	duplicate	submission,	

re-submitting	 without	 revision	 or	 'journal	

shopping',	 non-disclosure	 of	 con�lict	 of	

interest,	 falsi�ication	 of	 data,	 and	 report	 of	

illegal		experiments.

4.	Plagiarism	

Plagiarism	 is	 a	 word	 derived	 from	 Latin	

equivalent	for	kidnapper.	It	can	be	intentional	

or	accidental	(Maurer,	Kappe,	and	Zaka	1051).	

Plagiarism	is	stealing	others	ideas	and	words	

and	 using	 them	 as	 one's	 own	 original	

contribution	without	attributing	any	credit	to	

the	original	author.	Accidental	plagiarism	may	

result	 from	 the	 lack	 of	 knowledge	 of	 the	

standard	practices	of	citation	or	referencing.	

The	 salient	 features	 of	 plagiarism	 are;	 i.	

Recycling	 materials	 published	 earlier,	 ii.	

Claiming	 originality	 by	 the	 plagiarist	

depriving	credit	to	the	original	author	who	is	

the	 victim	 of	 plagiarism,	 iii.	 Reproducing	

words	 or	 large	 portions	 of	 works	 or	 ideas	

without	 acknowledging,	 iv.	 Including	 copied	

mater ia ls 	 wi thout 	 quotat ion 	 marks ,	
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v.	 showing	 wrong	 information	 about	 the	

sources	 or	 improper	 citation,	 vi.	 Copying	

with	 slight	 changes	 in	 the	 words	 or	

sentences	 without	 acknowledgment	 or	

citation,	vii.	Hiding	the	original	work	from	

the	readers	(Lewis,	Duchac	and	Beets	500-

501;	Collberg	and	Kobourov	91-93).	

Plagiarism	is	possible	from	a	wide	range	of	

originals	 like	 books,	 journal	 papers,	

unpublished	materials,	 and	 Internet	 sites.	

One	 can	 plagiarise	 portions	 of	 text,	

computer	 code,	 illustrations,	 graphs	 and	

materials	from	web	sites.	Plagiariser	thinks	

that	chances	of	detection	are	very	remote.	

Whether	 intentional	 or	 unintentional,	

plagiarism	is	deemed	as	literary	theft	or	a	

form	of	intellectual	theft	which	amounts	to	

academic	dishonesty.	Integrity	is	of	prime	

importance	 because	 “the	 works	 of	

academia	 are	 perceived	 as	 sacred	 and	

noble”	(Talib,	et	al.	941).	

4.1	Plagiarism	–	Causes

Plagiarists	 belong	 to	 a	 wide	 range	 of	

categories	 like	 students,	 researchers,	

science	 writers,	 and	 educators.	 Many	

reasons	 are	 attributed	 to	 plagiarism	

including	i.	Urge	to	boost	one's	own	image,	

ii.	 Sel�ish	 goals	 like	 career	 progression,	

extended	tenure,	pay	hike,	job	security	etc,	

iii.	 Lack	 of	 education	 and	 awareness	 on	

plagiarism,	copyright	and	fair	use,	iv.	Lack	

of	 training	 in	writing	 scienti�ic	 articles,	 v.	

Low	 Grade	 Point	 Average	 (GPA)	 or	

aspiration	for	higher	grades,	vi.	Inadequate	

pro�iciency	 in	 English,	 vii.	 New	 academic	

contents 	 and 	 methodolog ies , 	 v i i i .	

Incompetence	in	the	subject,	ix.	Inadequate	

academic	 skills,	 x.	 Easy	 access	 to	 ICT,	 xi.	

Poor	 time	 management,	 xii.	 Academic		

pressure	 and	 limited	 time	 for	 assignments,	

xiii.	Wrong	belief	 that	 copying	 is	 acceptable,	

x iv. 	 De -mot iva t ing 	 ass ignments , 	 xv.	

Institutional	 factors,	 xvi.	 Teaching	 and	

learning	factors,	and	xvii.	Personality	factors	

(Eret	 and	 Gokmenoglu	 3304;	 Kiss	 1798;	

Gomez,	Salazar,	and	Vargas	767;	Rao	585).	

It	 is	 advisable	 to	 de�ine	 standard	 citing	 or	

referencing	 practices	 for	 students'	 written	

works	at	national	level.	It	should	be	easy	for	

students	to	get	advices	and	guidance	for	their	

academic	 writing.	 Policies,	 procedures	 and	

consequences	 of	misconduct	 should	 be	well	

known.	 Plagiarism	 has	 to	 be	 rooted	 out	 to	

enhance	quality,	originality	and	to	ensure	that	

the	 works	 are	 innovative	 and	 motivating	

(Stabingis,	Sarlauskiene,	and	Cepaitiene	691).

Due	 to	 the	 proliferation	 of	 Information	 and	

Communication	Technologies	(ICT)	accessing,	

gathering,	storing	and	processing	information	

is	 easier	 and	 faster.	 Translation	 software	

makes	 it	 easy	 to	 translate	 documents.	 With	

these	 developments	 stealing	 others	 work	

needs	 no	 hard	 work.	 There	 is	 positive	

correlation	 between	 the	 growth	 of	 ICT	 and	

plagiarism	 (Kiss	 1797;	 Maurer,	 Kappe,	 and	

Zaka	1052).

4.2	Forms	of	Plagiarism	

Plagiarism	 can	 be	 broadly	 categorised	 in	 to	

three , 	 v iz . 	 1 . 	 Copying	 word-by-word			

(verbatim	 copying),	 2.	 Paraphrasing	 and	 3.	

Using	translated	original.

If	details	are	considered	plagiarism	may	take	

the	following	forms.	

	i.	Copying	others	works	(copying	and	pasting)
	ii.	Using	others	ideas	as	if	common	knowledge	

which	needs	no	citation,
iii.Restating	 same	 content	 using	 different	
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					words	or	paraphrasing	
iv.	Artistic	plagiarism	or	using	others	work	
in	a	different	media	

v.	 Avoiding	 latest	 links	 to	 sources	 or	
providing	 incorrect	 references	 or	 non-
existing	references

vi.Not	 demarcating	 borrowed	 portions	
with	 quotation	 marks	 or	 indention	 to	
distinguish	the	portions	reproduced

vii.Translating	 and	 using	 content	 from	
another	 language	 without	 citing	 the	
original	source	(Translated	plagiarism)	
(Maurer,	Kappe,	and	Zaka	1051-2).

4.2.1	 Plagiarism	 -	 Copying	 Word-by-

Word	(Verbatim	Copying)

Verbatim	 plagiarism	 includes	 mosaic	

plagiarism	 practiced	 by	 copying	 bits	 and	

pieces	 from	 multiple	 sources	 changing	 a	

few	words.	This	is	neither	paraphrasing	nor	

quoting.	

Expressions	 are	 copyright	 protected	 and	

not	ideas.	Hence	verbatim	reproduction	of	

expressions	 infringes	 copyright	 of	 the	

original	author	or	his	assignee	(usually	the	

publisher).	When	an	author	copies	from	a	

paper	and	get	it	published	it	triggers	legal,	

political	and	ethical	issues.	The	copyright	of	

such	 works	 belongs	 to	 the	 original	

publisher	 and	 the	 moral	 responsibility	

belongs	to	the	original	author.	By	copying	

and	 publishing	 an	 earlier	 work	 the	 new	

publisher	violates	copyright	of	the	original	

publisher.	 The	 offending	 author	 claims	

originality	 while	 the	 real	 credit	 rightfully	

belongs	to	the	original	author.	In	India	the	

term	 of	 copyright	 extends	 to	 sixty	 years	

from	 the	 death	 of	 the	 author	 (Indian	

Copyright	Act,	 Section	22).	 So	majority	of	

recent 	 publ icat ions 	 are 	 copyr ight	

protected.		

Expressions	are	copyright	protected	and	not	

ideas.	 Hence	 verbatim	 reproduction	 of	

expressions	infringes	copyright	of	the	

To	 avoid	 the	 shadow	 of	 doubt	 words	 or	

sentences	 are	 copied	 should	 be	 enclosed	

within	 quotation	 marks	 or	 demarcated	 by	

providing	 indention	 to	 differentiate	 the	

author's	words	and	those	taken	from	others.	

This	 should	 also	 be	 supported	 by	 proper	

citation	of	the	source	document.	If	one	of	these	

is	missing	it	is	a	clear	case	of	plagiarism	where	

in	 the	author	 tries	 to	deceive	his	readers	by	

creating	 an	 impression	 that	 the	manuscript	

submitted	is	his	original	work	(Spafford	,Part	

II	2;	Rhinehart	3).	

Fair	 dealings	 with	 a	 work	 for	 private	 use,	

including	research,	criticism	or	review	are	not	

copyright	 infringement	 according	 to	 Indian	

Copyright	Act	(Section	52).

Proper	 citations	 of	 papers	 used	 in	 the	

preparation	 of	 the	 manuscript	 alleviate	

accusation	 of 	 plagiarism.	 Citation	 or	

referencing	is	essential	to:	

i.	Prove	one's	familiarity	with	the	subject	�ields	

and	its	developments
ii.	Guide	or	provide	a	road	map	to	readers	to	

locate	and	read	the	materials	used	by	the	

author
iii.	Know	others	works	and	give	credit	to	their	

works	
iv.	Enhance	the	credibility	of	arguments	and	

conclusions	drawn	in	the	manuscript		

For	properly	citing	documents	used	popular	

style	manuals	like	The	Harvard	Citation	Style,	

The	 American	 Psychological	 Association	

(APA),	Modern	Language	Association	(MLA),	

Modern	 Humanities	 Research	 Association	

(MHRA)	 and	 Institute	 of	 Electrical	 and	
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Electronics	 Engineers	 (IEEE)	 styles	 are	

widely	used	in	the	concerned	subject	areas.	

Accepted	practices	 should	be	 followed	 for	

citing	and	care	should	be	taken	to	exclude	

sources	not	consulted.

4.2.3.Self-plagiarism	(Auto-plagiarism)

Self-plagiarism	 or	 auto-plagiarism	 is	

publishing	one's	own	published	paper	fully	

or	partially	again	in	another	journal	without	

properly	 citing	 the	 original	 work	 and	

without	 the	 permission	 of	 the	 copyright	

owner	of	the	earlier	publication	(Miller,	et	

al.	1).	Self-plagiarism	may	be	in	the	form	of	

reusing, 	 re-tit l ing, 	 reformatting, 	 or	

reassembling	 bits	 and	 pieces	 of	 earlier	

works.	 Self-plagiarism	 is	 tried	 to	 increase	

the	number	of	publications.	

Those	 who	 resort	 to	 self-plagiarism	 try	

multiple-submission	of	same	manuscript	to	

different	 journals	 concurrently	 without	

informing	 editors.	 The	 resources	 of	

reviewers	 and	 editors	 who	 are	 otherwise	

very	 busy	 are	 wasted	 on	 such	 redundant	

manuscripts	(Spafford,	Part	II	2).

A	scholarly	article	may	be	restructured	and	

published	 as	 a	 popular	 article.	 This	 is	

known	as	'vertical	reuse'	unlike	'horizontal	

reuse'	 which	 is	 republishing	 an	 earlier	

paper	 in	 a	 scholarly	 journal.	 Vertical	 use	

does	 not	 bring	 the	 author	 any	 academic	

credit	 and	 hence	 it	 is	 acceptable	whereas	

horizontal	 reuse	 is	 totally	 unacceptable	

(Collberg	and	Kobourov	91).

4.2.4Plagiarism	-	Paraphrasing

Expressing	someone	else's	original	idea	by	

changing	 the	 expression	 using	 different	

words	without	giving	credit	to	the	original	

author	 is	 plagiarism	 by	 paraphrasing.	 The	

original	author	who	has	put	forth	the	idea	is	

not	 given	 any	 credit	 and	 hence	 this	 is	

roundabout	 way	 of	 stealing	 intellectual	

property.	This	does	not	violate	copyright	law	

like	 verbatim	 copying	 because	 copyright	

protects	the	expression	of	an	idea	and	not	the	

idea	 itself.	 Publishing	 others	 ideas	 changing	

the	 expression	 is	 dishonesty	 even	 though	 it	

does	 not	 infringe	 copyright	 (Collberg	 and	

Kobourov	 91-92).	 Unlike	 verbatim	 copying,	

plagiarism	by	paraphrasing	evades	detection	

and	 it 	 is	 not	 effectively	 addressed	 by	

plagiarism	detection	tools	(Kiss	1797).

4.2.5	Plagiarism	-	Translating	the	Original	

and	Publishing	

Translation	 from	 one	 language	 to	 another	

without	citing	the	original	document	is	much	

more	complicated.	The	original	author	is	not	

acknowledged	 nor	 original	 source	 properly	

cited.	 Plagiarism	 detection	 software	 cannot	

detect	such	documents	easily	(Kiss	1797).

4.3		Anti-Plagiarism	Initiatives

Clear	and	detailed	de�inition	of	plagiarism	is	

required	 to	 create	 awareness	 among	 the	

concerned	and	to	detect	plagiarism	cases	for	

appropriate	 action	 promptly	 (Stabingis,	

S a r l ausk i ene , 	 and 	 Cepa i t i ene 	 698) .	

Institutions	 should	 clearly	 spell	 out	 code	 of	

academic	 ethics	 and	 forms	 of	 academic	

misbehaviour.	 Guidelines	 for	 written	 works	

such	as	essay,	home	work,	reports,	and	theses	

should	be	clearly	 laid	down	so	 that	students	

will	abstain	from	such	malpractices	(Stabingis,	

Sarlauskiene,	and	Cepaitiene	695).

University 	 should	 insist 	 on	 students	

submitting	 drafts	 to	 their	 teachers,	 as	 a	
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precautionary	measure	to	avoid	plagiarism	

so	that	mistakes	can	be	corrected	in	the	�inal	

version.	 Many	 universities	 have	 made	 it	

mandatory	to	upload	the	PDF	version	of	the	

master's	 and	 doctoral	 theses	 in	 the	

institutional	 repository	 of	 the	 university.	

This	makes	it	easy	to	cross	check	whether	

the 	 draf t 	 i s 	 s imi lar 	 to 	 any 	 earl ier	

submissions	 (Stabingis,	 Sarlauskiene,	 and	

Cepaitiene	696).	Shodhganga,	managed	by	

INFLIBNET	Centre,	is	a	depository	of	theses	

and	dissertations	from	Indian	universities.	

Universities	are	encouraged	to	submit	PhD	

theses	in	this	repository.	Currently	there	are	

more	 than	 38600	 documents	 in	 this	 fast	

growing	 and	 searchable	 digital	 library.	

(“Shodhganga”).

Prevention	of	plagiarism	is	better	than	cure.	

Hence	 a	 �irm	 attitude	 against	 plagiarism	

and	 unethical	 writing	 habits	 should	 be	

instilled	 from	 very	 early	 formative	 years.	

The	best	option	is	to	educate	the	students.	

Students	 should	 be	 encouraged	 to	 write	

original	works	 applying	 their	own	critical	

abilities	 and	 writing	 skills	 rather	 than	

imitating	others	in	a	parrotlike	fashion.	

Editors	 and	 publishers	 of	 books	 and	

journals	 have	 a	 crucial	 role	 to	 play	 in	

eradicating	 plagiarism.	 They	 are	 in	 a	

position	 to	 detect	 plagiarism	 well	 in	

advance	at	the	manuscript	stage	itself	and	

stop	such	materials	from	getting	published.	

Publishers	can	devote	a	portion	of	journal	

space	to	deal	with	plagiarism	related	topics	

to	 create	 awareness	 among	 academic	

community.	

The	 publisher	 of	 the	 plagiarized	 version	

may	get	entangled	in	costly	litigation	which	

will	spoil	the	brand	name	of	the	journal	and	

reputation	of	the	publisher.	In	order	to	avoid	

these	 sensitive	 issues	 publishers	 close	

instances	 of	 plagiarism	 without	 much	

publicity	(Lewis,	Duchac,	and	Beets	495).

It	 is	 advisable	 to	 use	 plagiarism	 detection	

tools	 widely	 in	 schools	 and	 universities	 to	

prevent	 plagiarism	 even	 though	 it	 may	 not	

work	 with	 paraphrasing	 and	 plagiarism	 by	

translation.

Plagiarism	is	not	limited	to	digital	documents;	

it	can	be	copying	print	media	which	software	

tools	will	not	detect	unless	digitized	version	is	

made	available	for	comparison.

4.4	Plagiarism	Detection

Plagiarism	can	be	detected	either	manually	or	

using	software	tools.	Manual	method	is	time	

consuming	 as	 it	 involves	 comparison	of	 one	

document	 with	 many	 others.	 Computer-

assisted	 comparison	using	 software	 tools	 to	

detect	 plagiarism	 is	 faster.	 Tools	 generate	 a	

preliminary	 report	 comparing	 the	 paper	

word-by-word	to	arrive	at	a	similarity	score.	

Human	 judgment	 is	 essential	 to	 arrive	 at	

correct	 conclusion.	 But	 reproducing	 what	

others	have	written	verbatim	is	only	one	kind	

of	plagiarism	(Bhattacharjee	and	Dutta	715;	

Gomez,	Salazar	and	Vargas	767;	Lukashenko,	

Graudina,	and	Grundspenkis	IIIA.18-2).

4.4.1	Plagiarism	Detection	Tools

Plagiarism	 detection	 software	 compare	

electronic 	 documents 	 with	 avai lable	

documents	 in	 the	 Internet	 sources,	 open	

access	repositories	and	websites.	Google	can	

be	 used	 for	 Internet	 search	 using	 keywords	

and	speci�ic	phrases	in	the	paper.	(Stabingis,	

Sarlauskiene	and	Cepaitiene	696).
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Papers	 submitted	 to	 journals	are	checked	

with	plagiarism	detection	software.	There	

are	 many	 tools	 currently	 available	 like	

Turnitin,	iThenticate,	Eve2,	CopyCatchGold,	

safe	assign,	Docol@C,	Urkund,	WCopy�ind	

and	JPlag.	Two	very	popular	software	tools	

for	 plagiarism	 detection	 are	 Turnitin	 and	

iThenticate	 (Maurer,	 Kappe,	 and	 Zaka	

1061).

One	serious	demerit	of	these	tools	is	their	

inability	 to	 distinguish	 between	 properly	

cited	text	and	plagiarized	text.	The	tools	can	

no	 way	 replace	 humans	 in	 plagiarism	

detection	but	they	can	point	out	similarity	

among	documents	(Lukashenko,	Graudina,	

and	Grundspenkis	IIIA.18-5).	The	software	

highlights	portions	suspected	to	be	copied.	

Human	 judgment	 is	 required	 to	 arrive	 at	

correct	 judgment	 (Gomez,	 Salazar,	 and	

Vargas	 767).	 Google	 search	 engine	which	

cannot	be	used	for	plagiarism	checking	in	

the	true	sense	because	only	32	words	long	

text	can	be	searched.	This	means	that	only	

fragments	 of	 text	 can	 be	 searched	 and	

sentences	 in	 two	 documents	 cannot	 be	

compared.	 Plagiarism	 by	 translation	 also	

cannot	 be	 detected	 using	 Google	 (Kiss	

1799).

4.5	Consequences

Plagiarised	papers	once	published	give	rise	

to	 legal,	 political	 and	 ethical	 issues.	 Re-

publishing	an	earlier	violates	copyright	of	

the	 original	 publisher	 which	 may	 trigger	

litigation.	 	 Plagiarism	 is	 shameful	 to	 the	

author, 	 his	 institution	 and	 country	

(Rhinehart	 7).	 It	 is	 dangerous	 because	 if	

detected	and	disclosed	as	it	can	spoil	career	

progression	 and	 reputat ion	 of 	 the	

plagiariser.	 It	 permanently	 tarnishes	 the	

image	of	the	author	and	may	even	end	in	loss	

of	job	(Kiss	1797-8).

Publishers	 alone	 cannot	 ensure	 that	 every	

article	published	is	original	and	not	a	copy	of	

earlier	work.	Ultimately	the	publishers	rely	on	

the	 authors	 and	 scienti�ic	 community	 to	

evaluate	correctness	of	the	manuscript.		Once	

plagiarism	 is	 detected,	 journals	 remove	 the	

article	 from	 all	 e-access	 and	 publish	 a	

retraction	 notice	 in	 the	 subsequent	 issue	 of	

the	journal.	

Retraction	 of	 a	 paper	 is	 its	 removal	 from	

scienti�ic	literature.	This	is	done	if	the	�inding	

reported	 in	 the	 paper	 are	 not	 reliable	 or	

already	 published	 or	 the	 paper	 reports	

unethical	 research.	The	 retracted	paper	will	

be	 accessible	 in	 the	 online	 journal	 with	 a	

notice	 of	 retraction	 linked	 to	 it.	 Retraction	

safeguards	 the	 journal	 publisher	 from	 legal	

problems	 related	 to	 copyright	 (“AIP's	

Retraction”).	

In	case	of	legal	issues,	on	rare	occasions,	the	

publisher	removes	the	paper	retaining	only	its	

b i b l i o g r a ph i c 	 i n f o rma t i o n 	 ( “A I P ' s	

Retraction”).	 Association	 for	 Computing	

Machinery	 (ACM)	 removes	 the	 paper	

containing	plagiarized	material	from	the	ACM	

library	and	give	a	note	stating	that	the	article	

was	plagiarized.	If	the	misconduct	is	repeated	

the	author's	papers	will	not	be	published	 in	

future	 (Lewis,	 Duchac,	 and	 Beets	 502).	

Removing	 the	 plagiarist	 from	 professional	

bodies	 is	 one	 possible	 punishment	 that	 can	

prevent	plagiarism.

The	 victim	 of	 plagiarism	 has	 to	 turn	 to	 the	

legal	 system	 for	 remedial	 measures.	 When	

copyrighted	material	 is	plagiarized	and	sold	

the	original	publisher's	commercial	potential	
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is	 undermined.	 Public	 disclosure	 and	

discussion	 of	 speci�ic	 cases	 of	 academic	

misconduct	would	be	another	deterrent	to	

plagiarism.	 Academic	 communities	 and	

professional 	 bodies 	 should	 openly	

denounce	 plagiarism	 and	 publicize	 such	

cases 	 widely 	 and	 consequences 	 of	

plagiarism	must	be	severe.	(Lewis,	Duchac,	

and	Beets	495).

The	severity	of	plagiarism	depends	on	i.	The	

harm	caused;	ii.	Intention	of	the	plagiarist;	

iii.	 The	 amount	 of	 material	 used	 and	

whether	 it	 is	 verbatim;	 iv.	 Not	 citing	 the	

original	work;	vi.	 	Not	giving	explicit	citation	

instead	 citing	 source,	 and	 vii.	 Denying	

originality	claim	of	the	victim.

5.	Conclusions

Ethical	 practices	 enhance	 the	 quality	 of	

education,	 research	 and	 publications.	 It	

ensures	originality	and	respects	originality	by	

proper	citations	or	credit.	Quality	is	held	high	

by	 avoiding	 redundancy	 and	 recycling	 in	

published	 records.	 The	 purity	 of	 scienti�ic	

archive	 is	 not	 compromised	 and	 redundant	

materials	are	carefully	eliminated	by	scholarly	

review	system.	
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A	painter's	splash	of	melting	snow,

Every	stroke	in	the	sky,

Sure	to	be	a	stunning	wallpaper!

When	the	Stars	play	hide-and-seek	at	dusk,

How	about	some	Window	shopping	?,

Priceless	glittering	gold	in	display!

Passing	strangers,

Seemingly	busy	always,

Strange	that	they	work	more	under	low	pressure!!

Soft	facial	tissue	for	the	sweating	Sun	and	Moon,

Ever-changing	studio	background,

Great	Sel�ies	for	the	photogenic	birds!

It's	raining	out	there,

Get	ready	to	party	on	the	dance	�loor,

Lights	and	Music…	lightning	and	thunder!

Listen	to	the	language	of	the	sky,

Is	it	Black	magic	in	the	age	of	Cloud	computing,

No…it	is	“White	magic”!!!!
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जब चढ़ा म�
रेल म�

देखा वहाँ
�खड़क� के पास 

मेरी सीट के साथ
बठैा था

एक चादँ का टुकड़ा

लगाकर सामान सीट के नीचे 
बठै गया म� उसके पीछे

या�ी आत ेगए
ड�ा भरता गया

पर उसन ेना मुडकर देखा
बस एकटक

देखती रही वो बाहर �खड़क� स े

िफर रेलगाड़ी भी चल दी �ेशन से

खाना आया
ंया��यो न ेखाना खाया

टी सी आया
सबन ेिटकेट चेक कराया

पर वो
एकटक देखती रही बाहर
िड� ेका हँसी खुशी माहौल 

िकया उसन ेदरिकनार

देख उदासीन चेहरा
एक बढूी भ� औरत न े
पकडकर चादँ को धीरे स े

आवाज़ दी पीछे से
सुनो बटेी
मुझ ेबताओ
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सुन बात मा ँसमान मिहला क�
जान म� जान आई कबीला क�

खोली कबीला न े
अपनी जबुान
�मल �� तन
खूब �मला धन

बचपन स ेही �मला मान-स�ान
अ�� �ई शादी

बनकर द�न ससुराल गई म� शहज़ादीु
देख दहजे  का माल

सास-ससुर, अडोसी-पडोसी ने
िदया सुख समान आकाश-पताल

एक वष� तक
समय अ�ा कटा

दसरे वष� थोड़ा सुख घटाु
तीसरे वष� सास-ससुर का लाड़ छँटा

चौथ ेवष� त�ृा क� छाई घटा
पाचँव� वष� प�त का गु�ा फूटा
छटे वष� तलाक �पी बम फूटा
मेरी कोख क� छोटी सी खता

ं�ोिक उसन ेन ब�ा जना

सुनत-ेसुनत ेिक�ा कबीला का
मुख मौन होता गया सबका
सुन कबीला क� स�ूण � कथा

िदल सबका फटा
संशय का वातावरण छँटा
रौनीजा मेरे िदल न ेपूछा 
“�ा मा� ब�ा जनना

ही ह ैऔरत सा एकमा� गहना?”
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